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Star Army Medical

Star Army medical personnel, commonly referred to doctors (officers) and medics (enlisted), are
responsible for the physical well-being of Star Army personnel and for treating medical emergencies and
other medical issues. The occupational color for medical personnel is teal and medic-qualified personnel
have a “red diamond” patch.

Remember: Most injuries are on away missions and there's usually no automated medical tables in
shuttles.
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History

The medical occupation was previously combined with the science occupation; because of this, medics
previously wore green. At that time, the symbol for medics was the traditional Nepleslian red cross. Some
older medical equipment (made prior to YE 31) may still bear green coloration and red cross markings.

Eligibility

To be a doctor (officer), one must graduate with a medical degree. Most Star Army doctors attend the 4
year program at Star Army Academy. To be a medic (enlisted), there are no eligibility requirements as
training will be offered in the medical specialization after basic training.

Ranks

The minimum rank for this occupation is Santô Hei and the maximum rank is Taisa.

Playing

Be familiar with the List of Medicines and Medical Supplies.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Aoccupations%3Amedical&media=stararmy:symbols:patches:star_army_medical.png
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:occupations:science
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=timeline:ye_31
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:academy_of_military_and_medical_sciences
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:santo_hei
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:taisa
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:medical
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Be able to send and receive a (7-Line) Request For Medical Assistance
Carry a medical kit (types listed below) and a medical scanner.

WickedArms TA-13 Medical Kit
Star Army Medical Kit, Type 31
Star Army First Aid Kit, Type 32
Star Army Trauma Kit, Type 32

Give the crew physicals when:
They first come aboard/join the crew.
They come back from an away mission, especially on unfamiliar worlds.
Every 1-3 Missions, depending on circumstances.

In battle, perform triage and treatment.
Handle the dead and use a Star Army Body Bag, Type 35

 

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:skills:request_for_medical_assistance
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:equipment:pms-1m_medical_scanner
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:equipment:ta-13_medical_kit
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:equipment:medical_kit_type_31
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:equipment:first_aid_kit_type_32
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:equipment:trauma_kit_type_32
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:yamatai:triage
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:equipment:body_bag_type_35
https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Aoccupations%3Amedical&media=stararmy:characters:duty:orshira_izokia.png
https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Aoccupations%3Amedical&media=stararmy:characters:duty:fujiwara_saya.png
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Skills

Apply a pressure dressing
Apply a tourniquet
Evaluate a Casualty
Perform triage
Perform a physical
Perform surgery
(7-Line) Request For Medical Assistance

Player Expectations

None.

Chief Medical Officer

The CMO is responsible for healthcare for the crew on the ship and any authorized guests, and runs the
medical lab, commands the medical staff, and advises the captain on medical issues. They are staff
officers, not line officers, which means they don't have command authority. The CMO can declare
personnel fit or unfit for duty, or deceased, based on their physical and mental health.

CMO has access to:

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Aoccupations%3Amedical&media=stararmy:characters:duty:zoroaster_zosimos.png
https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Aoccupations%3Amedical&media=characters:yamatai:citrine.png
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:skills:request_for_medical_assistance
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Medical records of their patients
Information that that the captain determines they need to know

Exchange officers get access to the above in most cases. The Star Army does withhold select information
from foreign exchange personnel (“NOFORN”).

CMO does not have direct access to sensitive SAINT reports, as these are for intelligence and operations
staff. Any mission planning they're involved with is from an advisory role.

List of Star Army Medical Personnel

These are the characters currently listed as Star Army medical personnel.

Page SAOY Assignment
Aisupetaru Kurisutaru Fort Victory Reserve Center
Aka Aki Fort Victory Reserve Center
Akechi Minoru Fort Victory Reserve Center
Akimoto Michiko Fort Victory Reserve Center
Anne Fort Victory Reserve Center
Arai Yuu Fort Victory Reserve Center
Armundo Soichiro YSS Battle Of Yamatai
Asakura Yuri YSS Resurgence
Benedetto Aurelio Severino Fort Victory Reserve Center
Brandon Starks Fort Victory Reserve Center
Brayja Usaki Fort Victory Reserve Center
Carlos Luna YSS Heartbreaker
Caroline Ragadottir YSS Shinsugo
Chiyu Kimidori Fort Victory Reserve Center
Citrine Firebird YSS Aeon II
Dion'Sirith Fort Victory Reserve Center
Dirj Lorne Fort Victory Reserve Center
Dr. Poppy Pink YSS Resurgence
Eileen Flora Webster Fort Victory Reserve Center
Eiven Lankinen YSS Aeon
Endo Hatsuyo Fort Victory Reserve Center
Fujiwara Saya Fort Victory Reserve Center
Hakujou Hakushi Fort Victory Reserve Center
Henry Blake YSS Soyokaze
Hoyarame Jiba Fort Victory Reserve Center
Irit Postumia Fort Victory Reserve Center
Judah Smith YSS Resurgence
Kage Kasumi "Mist" YSS Hana
Kari Sunde YSS Azalea II

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:exchange_program
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:aisupetaru_kurisutaru_crystal_icepetal
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:aka_aki
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:akechi_minoru
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:akimoto_michiko
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:anne
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:arai_yuu
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:armundo_soichiro
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_battle_of_yamatai
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:asakura_yuri
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_resurgence
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:benedetto_severino
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:brandon_starks
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:brayja_usaki
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:carlos_luna
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_heartbreaker
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:caroline_ragadottir
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=plots:yss_shinsugo
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:chiyu_kimidori
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:citrine
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_aeon_ii
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:dionsirith
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:dirj_lorne
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:poppy_pink
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_resurgence
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:eileen_flora_webster
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:eiven_lankinen
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_aeon
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:endo_hatsuyo
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:fujiwara_saya
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:hakujou_hakushi
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:henry_blake
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_soyokaze
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:hoyarame_jiba
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:irit_postumia
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:fort_victory
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:judah_smith
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_resurgence
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:mist
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_hana
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:kari_sunde
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_azalea_ii
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Page SAOY Assignment
Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Yuko YSS Mazu
Kirasame Hourai YSS Freedom
Kitamu Margot Fort Victory Reserve Center
Konoka Miyazawa Task Force 0
Kyoto Sekai Fort Victory Reserve Center
Kyuuka YSS Asamoya
Lucas Zion YSS Ryūjō
Ma'at Bolverk Fort Victory Reserve Center
Maki Miyako Fort Victory Reserve Center
Masuyo Inoue Fifth Fleet
Matsuda Erina Star Army Medical
Meiko Lee YSS Ryūjō (Plot)
Michi Saito Fort Victory Reserve Center
Milo Braudville Fort Victory Reserve Center
Mira Israel Fort Victory Reserve Center
Mishima Setsuko YSS Nadare
Mori Minase Fort Victory Reserve Center
Nora Shinako YSS Heartbreaker
Océane Couture YSS Sakura II
Orshira Izokia YSS Eucharis
Peio Muyomi YSS Kaiyō II
Ragnar Halfdan Fort Victory Reserve Center
Rainbow, Naui Fort Victory Reserve Center
Ram "Cobalt" Malak Fort Victory Reserve Center
Raphael Kallias Fort Victory Reserve Center
Royama Dai YSS Kaiyō
Sacre Ven Sanssinia YSS Kōun
Sakura Sunflower YSS Aeon II
Sanjuro Ashitaka Fort Victory Reserve Center
Sato Akane YSS Sakishima
Satonaka Ayumi - 里中歩美 YSS Aeon II
Shimizu-Motoyoshi Ayano (清水本吉綺乃) YSS Mazu
Shiomi Aoi YSS Eucharis
Sutahira Medikku Fort Victory Reserve Center
Taharial Chasan YSS Sakura II
Tan Ann Pan YSS Eucharis
Toson Ushiba YSS Yukika II
Valdia Masao YSS Wakaba
Vec Wilson Fort Victory Reserve Center
William Fletcher II YSS Wakaba
Zuyev Gorshkav YSS Sakishima

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:ketsurui-motoyoshi_yuko
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_mazu
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:kirasame_hourai
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Examples

Here are a few examples of medics in action:

Blueberry (YSS Eucharis)

By now, Blueberry had set up a blue holographic projection of Mikael's body above him, which showed
the foreign objects in red. Using it to keep track of them all, she opened a TA-13 field surgery kit and
began removing the shrapnel from his body one bit at a time using tweezers and (when necessary) a
laser scalpel. Next, she sewed the wounds closed using the suture kit. After she was done with that, she
put an IV in his wrist giving him Nekovalkyrja blood, which would heal his wounds from the inside and
also replace blood he'd lost. Finally, she gently rubbed soothing burn cream onto his burns from the
exploding grenade.

…

The blue-haired warrant officer wearing green (science) panels on her uniform was running the medical
lab for the time being. This was Ittô Juni Blueberry, the ship's sensor specialist who had once been a
sprite created as a medic-scientist before the two occupations were split. Her old training was now
proving invaluable since everyone else with medical training (Sune and Konoka) were now injured.

“Sune, I will get to your leg in little bit,” Blueberry told Jalen-Heisho, leaving the freshly-patched-up
Mikael to attend to the badly damaged Konoka.

“I have not seen the Chusa. Help me get her undressed,” Blueberry ordered Takeyu, already working on
getting the medic's shirts off so she could see and get to the wounds. After they had her naked,
Blueberry immediately hooked up an IV tube to give Konoka fresh blood and fluids, as well as an injection
from a medical scanner. A holographic image of all the wounds and shrapnel appeared over Konoka's
body. The warrant officer immediately went to work removing the shrapnel and patching up the holes
with stitches and liquid bandage.

As Blueberry continued working she spoke to Jalen. “Ittô Heisho, I hate to have to ask you this, but are
you able to stand on your good leg and work on Ittô Hei Tasaku Yarani? He has similarly severe wounds
as Konoka including one that punctured his eye and brain. He needs your expert treatment.”

“Wipe your feet before exiting,” Blueberry reminded Takeyu. The floor was covered in blood.

Akechi Minoru (21st Fighter Squadron)

The doctor grabbed the medical scanner and some basic trauma supplies on his way down. Munkata-
Hei's description of the wounds had not been very clear. But he still didn't like what it sounded like. His
long stride carried him the few paces neccessary to reach the pair in a heartbeat.

As he knelt by Vas-Hei, Minoru spared a glance in Munkata-Hei's direction. She looked alright beyond a
few minor bruises and cuts. The main worry for her was shock now.
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“It's going to be alright now Munkata-Hei. We'll get you both back to base and patched up in no time.
Juni, can you take Munkata-Hei into the shuttle? Sit her down and give her a glass of water.”

Right now he had bigger problems to worry about. Vas-Hei was quickly fading, he didn't need a vital-sign
monitor to figure that out. He muttered to himself as he cast his eye over the various wounds.

“Third degree burns on the right arm near the shoulder. Congruous with NSP damage.” Ironically looking
like the least of his worries that.

“Patient unresponsive to stimuli.”

Before anything else he tilted Vas-Hei's head back, exposing the neck and straightening out the airway,
to ease the passage of air. The doctor also arranged the Oral airway kit he brought with him, threading
the tubes carefully down the throat while he fitted the mask over his mouth, turning the system on and
sending purified oxygen directly to the lungs. Taking a hypo-spray injector, he loaded it up with a heavy
duty non-narcotic general analgesia, injecting it into Vas-Hei's uninjured shoulder. There was a major
artery close to the skin there, and that would quickly carry the pain killer throughout the entire body.

“Patient has suffered severe head trauma…”

He took off the man's sunglasses and held open the eyelids. If the pupils were of different sixes then that
would mean possible sever brain damage. As it was, he was greeted only by the cold stare of metal
implants.

“Unable to approximate severity of head trauma.”

He took out the medical scanner kit, loading the injector up with scanner nanomachines before injecting
them into the jugular. The artery would carry the nanomachines much more efficiently to the brain,
without having to divert through the heart or swim against the blood flow. He gave the control pad a few
taps to send the scanners to image the brain while he slapped a booster patch onto the man's skin.

He moved on to the chest wound. One breath. Two. He watched as even against the splint the affected
portion of chest swelled when Vas-Hei exhaled and subsided during inhalation.

“Paradoxical motion confirmed. Flail chest.”

And now he was really worried. A portion of the rib-cage wall had broken and was now floating without
support. The paradoxical motion he was seeing was the lung itself pressing outwards. With almost undue
haste he unstrapped the knife on his flight suit and cut apart the splint. He couldn't fault Munkata-Hei's
motives for it, but splinting flail chest only caused the lung to brush up harder against the edges of
broken bone. He had to consider that Vas-Hei's lungs were lacerated.

He needed a ventilator and a chest tube. Something to help him regulate the thoracic pressure now.
Unfortunately he hadn't found anything of the sort in the Medical kit inside the shuttle. He glanced at the
control pad for the medical scanner as they imaged Vas-Hei's brain for him. There was inter-cranial
pressure build up. And he could see the distinctive marks of lesions forming on the brain itself. This was
just getting better and better. Quickly he diverted some of the nanomachines to check on Vas-Hei's lung.
He needed to see if there were any lacerations. He looked up at Ira, his face a cold, surgical mask.

“Ramirez, help me get him on the gurney and then prep the shuttle. We need him in an intensive care
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unit. Now.”
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